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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
BY: JOHN D THOMPSON, Desalination Company of Trinidad &
Tobago Ltd.
Dear Members,
As the summer vacation season comes to a close, I hope that all of our members have had a
chance to have had good vacation time with their families. I also hope to be seeing several of
you at the International Desalination Association (IDA) Biennial World Conference in San
Diego, California – CaribDA is of course an Affiliate of IDA. We are now turning our
attention to CaribDA’s Biennial Conference & Expo. “Developing and Affording New Sources
of Water” which is due to be held in Trinidad at the Hyatt Regency from 31st May to 3rd
June 2016 (with an option to extend your stay to relax over the weekend in Tobago). A call
for papers is included in this newsletter and we
are now ready for applications from exhibitors
and sponsors. if you are interested please
contact planning@caribda.com.
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There is some great news in this issue that motivates our members on up performing
CaribDA emergence, reaching more countries of our Caribbean Region.

Upcoming Events…………………….. 11

First I want to Congratulate one of our key members: SEVEN SEAS for being nominated as
a finalist for "The 2016 IDB Infrastructure 360 Sustainability Award", well done and hope
success keeps smiling on you.

Board Members…...……..……….…. 12

I would like to mention that Desalination and Water Reuse is taking over the Americas in
2015. In the first Quarter: IDA Rio had a great success with the two day
conference in
Rio d' Janeiro, Brazil. In the Second Quarter CARIBDA in Cancun MEXICO, with the
two day workshop, where our Association obtained and offered important achievements.
Finally this third Quarter with the IDA in San Diego, CA U.S.A., where Desalination RO
Membrane Technology was born. This will bring very interesting Topics and Innovations for
the near future on industrial and potable water application.
Also we want to thank those who participated on the stories of Bill Weatherholt for his
retirement. Bill has been an important expert in many Regions including the Caribbean, we
(Continued on page 2)

THE CARIBDA NEWS
NEEDS YOUR INPUT!


Share your experiences with others!



Take this opportunity to place your
company or plant in the news!



Member contributions are welcomed.
Please contact us by email at:
publications@caribda.com
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
BY: MARIO TREVINO, AVISTA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
(Continued from page 1)

wish him the very best. And talking about losing experts, we invite you to participate on raising the new generation of water treatment experts. Please review the STUDENT/ YOUNG LEADER INITIATIVE and be part of the future leaderships.
In this issue there is a brief note on an interesting Article from Guardian News and Media; “MAKING RAIN: Can Technology
Drought-Proof the Caribbean?”, where there are essential observations from several of CaribDA members in the editorial.
I want to welcome all our new 29 CaribDA Members. The majority are from the Latin-American Countries into the Caribbean
Region, we hope to full fit your expectations. For those who are renewing, CaribDA Membership is now for a two year period.
Please log into our website and sign up before September 30th, 2015.
I look forward to seeing you either in IDA San Diego, CA, USA or The CaribDA Biennial Conference 2016 in Trinidad & Tobago.
Hasta la AVISTA!

NEWS AND UPDATE FOR RO MEMBRANES AT SEAWATER
DESALINATION PLANT OF TORTOLA
BY: CHRIS BALLARD, TORAY MEMBRANE USA
Seawater Desalination Plant Commissioning is a Key Milestone for Island Nation ahead of the
New Year
The RO elements installed in the Paraquita Bay SWRO project in Tortola, British Virgin Islands, were supplied by Toray Membrane
USA. With 896 of the model TM820R-440 elements for the four first pass trains and 112 of the model TM720-430 elements to the
two second pass trains. The 10,400 m3/day desalination plant is owned and operated by Biwater.
Toray Membrane USA offers expertise in water and wastewater treatment technologies, including integration of membrane
solutions such as MF/RO, UF/RO, and MBR/RO technology to assist for improving competitiveness and plant performance.
Providing high-performance water treatment membrane products and technical support service to its customers, in the countries of
the Americas and the Caribbean is the focus of Toray Membrane USA. Toray RO elements are included at significant installations
for locations in Trinidad, USVI, and the Bahamas.
Contact:
Chris Ballard
Regional Sales Manager
Toray Membrane USA
Cell: 941-243-1039
Email: ballard.chris@toraymem.com

WE NEED YOUR INPUT FOR THE CARIBDA NEWS!
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IDA UPDATES
BY: SHAWN MEYER-STEELE, H2O Professionals LLC
IDA World Congress 2015 on Desalination and Water Reuse, which will be held in San
Diego, California, USA, August 30-September 4, 2015.
Since its first Congress in 1987, the IDA World Congress has been recognized as the premier global event
in the desalination and water reuse industry. The Congress offers exceptional opportunities to expand
your knowledge of current and emerging desalination and water reuse technologies. Participants include
end users (utilities), researchers, consultants, academia and manufacturers and suppliers of complete
systems and components (inclusive of chemicals and materials). IDA is committed to the development
and promotion of the appropriate use of desalination and desalination technology as a critical part of the
solution to address the world’s water problems. The online delegate registration to attend the IDA World
Congress 2015 is now available. To access the online registration, please click here and
proceed through the registration process.

Click images for more information on these
upcoming events

Your feedback is very important for improving this organization. During and after the conferences we are growing in
members and we need your input. Don’t hesitate and feel free to be part of your organization by contributing with new
ideas, sending in information to be published and joining any committee.

INFRASTRUCTURE 360°
SUSTAINABILITY AWARD
BY: LAUREN THOMAS, SEVEN SEAS WATER
Inter-American Development Bank Recognizes Seven
Seas Water as finalist for Sustainability Award
Tampa, FL, July 29, 2015: Seven Seas Water has been selected
as a finalist for the 2016 IDB Private Sector Infrastructure
360° Sustainability Award. The primary objective of the award
is to identify and promote sustainable infrastructure projects,
developed by the private sector and public private
partnerships within the IDB borrowing member countries.
The Inter-American Development Bank identifies and assesses
the projects based on the Harvard Zofnass Program for
Infrastructure Sustainability. The award is the only
infrastructure sustainability award in the America's.
Seven Seas Water was nominated for the recent successful
construction and commissioning of a 5.5MGD (20,819m3/d)
seawater reverse osmosis desalination facility in Point Fortin,
Trinidad. Seven Seas Water partnered with the Water &
Sewerage Authority of Trinidad and Tobago. It designed,
constructed and now operates the plant. The facility provides
fresh water to the residents of Point Fortin, a community that
long suffered with limited access to a fresh water supply. To
learn more about the project, click here.
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STUDENT/YOUNG LEADER INITIATIVE
By: Shawn Meyer-Steele, H2O Professionals LLC
Since our first announcement we have had a very good response from the membership on establishing a student / young leader
program with support offered from the IDA YLP former/present chairs and member organizations. Equally important, key
counterparts for the University of Curacao (formerly University of Netherlands Antilles), University of the West Indies (Trinidad)
and University of the Virgin Islands have been made and they are very interested in having their students involved.
Some of the early issues identified that could be addressed by establishing a program are:
1) Shortage of experienced / trained water treatment professionals in the Greater Caribbean.
2) Requirement of water treatment companies to bring experts into the region to fill positions.
3) Lack of awareness by local individuals and teaching institutions, (universities and colleges with technical and engineering
programs) of opportunities or requirements for the sector.
4) Challenge in bringing the next generation of membership/leadership into CaribDA.
We are hoping to initially focus on some of the practical aspects of the issues raised and how we could address the issues raised
through the following actions:
a) Increase awareness by the local technical and engineering teaching entities of the programs conducted by CaribDA and its
membership and of the desalination /water reuse industry in general.
b) Establish relations with the chairs/deans of the various institutions, to have points of contact for communication of events,
information, etc.
c) Encourage companies working in the area to establish internships or summer programs. The students in local technical/
engineering programs will have exposure to the industry and become better prepared for employment once they complete
their studies.
d) Use CaribDA as a forum to connect qualified students and organizations by establishing some type of exchange and perhaps
add a job fair component to our biannual conference.
e) Look into feasibility of establishing a basic mentor program, to provide some advisement for young people interested in
entering the desalination and water reuse sector.
f) Consider a series of free on-line webinars that will focus on technology, career advice, etc. as the feedback from the young
leaders dictates.
g) Any other ideas that the membership brings forward that we believe can be accomplished with a limited budget and
manpower.

CaribDA is once again asking the membership if any member is interested in becoming part of the CaribDA Young Leader/ Student
Committee.
The committee would need to be actively involved in shaping the inaugural program and promoting the concepts of the YLPC either
by activities including:


Contacting and maintaining relationships with local college/university/technical training center.



Encourage the corporate members to potentially posting entry level positions, summer work programs, internships, etc. on
the CaribDA website targeting local students studying in the Caribbean



Acting as mentors or connectors to others to act as mentors for the CaribDA young leaders.



Other functions as determined by the committee.

Those interested, please contact Shawn Meyer-Steele at smsteele@h2oprofessionals.com.

Please visit us online at www.caribda.com for all the great membership benefits
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BILL WEATHERHOLT’S RETIREMENT
BY: PAUL CHOULES, WATER STANDARD

(More stories continued on page 7)
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MAKING RAIN: CAN TECHNOLOGY DROUGHT-PROOF
THE CARIBBEAN?
COURTESY OF: GUARDIAN NEWS AND MEDIA LIMITED
Changes in weather patterns in the Caribbean due to climate change are
exacerbating existing water challenges. “Places are not getting rain where they
used to get rain, and places are getting rain where they [used not] to”, Choules
says.
Desalination is not new to the Caribbean, but extracting clean water from
seawater is becoming an increasingly integral part of the region’s search for
water security. Since 2007, 68 new desalination plants have been built across
the Caribbean, which now boasts an installed capacity of 782,000 cubic meters
of purified water per day, according to the Caribbean Desalination Association
(CaribDA).
For the complete article please visit “The Guardian” online at: http://
www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/feb/18/caribbean-watercrisis-forcing-long-term-reliance-on-desalination

Drinking water delivery in Shirley Heights, Antigua.
Water-related risks in Caribbean islands such as Antigua and
Barbados compare to those in the Western Sahara and parts of
the Middle East. Photograph: Art Directors & TRIP/Alamy

IDA RIO DE JANEIRO CONFERENCE
BY: EMILIO GABBRIELLI, TORAY MEMBRANE USA, INC.
The IDA two-day conference in Rio de Janeiro on March 23-24, 2015 was its first
IDA event in Latin America. It attracted about 250 participants from all the states of
Brazil and several countries of South America. Most participants expressed their
satisfaction with the vent and its achievement of giving a really global picture of the
desalination and reuse technology. It also enjoyed strong support by local key
players such as Petrobras and local water utility CEDAE; both sent large delegations
The conference was called “Water Reuse and Desalination for Latin America
Development” and aimed at highlighting the vital role desalination processes and
technologies are playing in the human and economic well-being of the region and
worldwide and their potential for further application. To achieve this, 24
International and local speakers were invited. Nearly all end users of desalination
and reuse technology, with the ambition of giving an overall panoramic view of the
experience in municipal and industrial applications mainly from the end-user
perspective.

Miguel Angel Sanz is talking. From the left the others are Emilio
Gabbrielli, Renato Ramos VP of Aladyr, Jorge Briard President of
CEDAE (which is the Rio de Janeiro water utility), Dante Ragazzi
Pauli President of ABES and Director of SABESP (which is the São
Paulo water utility), Gabriel Toffani CEO of Suez Enviroment Brazil.
Abdullah Al-AlShaikh President of IDA.

Presentations were divided into four sessions: Desalination - Success Stories in the
World and Latin America, Water Reuse - Success Stories in the World and Latin
America, Oil & Gas Applications, Mining and Industrial Applications. It was
interesting to see that the
conference room remained full for
the two days, even if the focus
moved from municipal on the first
to industrial on the second, which
meant there was an general interest
by participants.
The Board of Directors of the IDA
met the day after the conference for
Simultaneous translation cabins of Portuguese/
its first meeting of 2015, which is
Spanish/English
where the decision was taken to
award the hosting of the 2017 IDA World Congress to São Paulo.

Closing remarks from Miguel Angel Sanz and Emilio Gabbrielli as
co-chairmen of the conference
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2016 BIENNIAL CONFERENCE & EXPO.
BY: JOHN D THOMPSON, Desalination Company of Trinidad & Tobago Ltd.

CaribDA’s Biennial Conference & Expo. with the theme “Developing and Affording New Sources of
Water” is due to be held at the Hyatt Regency in Trinidad from 31st May to 3rd June 2016 (with an
option to extend your stay to relax over the weekend in Tobago). The venue is at a premier Trinidad
location with excellent waterfront dining, exhibition and conference facilities. Trinidad also is the home
of steel pan, limbo and calypso for entertainment and exotic wildlife in locations which can be readily
accessed, so an exciting week is envisaged. Included in this newsletter is a call for papers. Sponsors and
exhibitors should now express their interest by contacting planning@caribda.com. Also any member
who would like to join the conference committee should please contact me
(john.thompson@desalcott.com). We are looking forward to a lively conference with papers on desalination project financing, desalination and water reuse technology and associated topics.

Exhibitor and Sponsor Registration is now open!

CaribDA 2016 Conference & Exposition
“Developing and Affording New Water Sources”
31st May – 3rd June 2016
Venue: Hyatt Regency, Port of Spain, Trinidad

Online Exhibitor/Sponsor Reg. Form
Click image for full details and
registration information

Exhibit Spaces and Sponsorship Registration is Now Available Online!

Call for Papers:
Please note the extended deadline for submission of abstracts is 15th January 2016
(Please note that all PowerPoint Presentations (Required) will be due by 8th April, 2016 and papers
are Optional.)

Call for Abstracts: CaribDA will coordinate a three-day program of technical presentations and
posters. We invite you to submit abstracts on the subjects of desalination and waste water reuse and
related topics listed below (please use these reference numbers in your submittal):
1.

Technology & Innovations

5.

Seawater Reverse Osmosis Applications

2.

Planning & Management

6.

Desalination using Green Energy

3.

Finance & Economics

7.

Thermal Desalination

4.

Regulations & the Environment

8.

Other

Call for Abstracts

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACTS

Online Submittal Form
Click image for full details and
submittal information

Call for Student Posters:

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACTS
Call for Abstracts: CaribDA will coordinate a Poster Session which will include a Student Best
Poster Competition. We invite you to submit abstracts on the subjects of desalination and waste water
reuse and related topics listed below:
1.

Technology & Innovations

5.

Seawater Reverse Osmosis Applications

2.

Planning & Management

6.

Desalination using Green Energy

3.

Finance & Economics

7.

Thermal Desalination

4.

Regulations & the Environment

8.

Other

Call for Paper Student Posters

Please note the deadline for submission of abstracts for the Poster Session is 15th Jan.
2016 (Please note that a PDF of your actual Poster will be due by 8th April 2016.)

Online Submittal Form
Click image for full details and
submittal information

Please visit our event calendar online for upcoming events at www.caribda.com/calendar
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CANCUN WORKSHOP RECAP
BY: MARIO TREVINO, AVISTA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
"Back to the Basic and Innovations on Potable Water, Waste Water Reuse and Desalination”
We want to thank all participants to our two day workshop in the Mexican Caribbean City of Cancun, due to the excellence of
presentations and to the recognized and well known Companies in the Water treatment in the Latin American Countries that share
the Caribbean Ocean like: Mexico, El Salvador, Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, Colombia, United States, and the invited South
America country: Chile.
The workshop was highly rated and welcome by the assistants who requested more case studies on future workshops.
Special thanks to our sponsors who made this workshop a success in our first CaribDA introduction into the Latin America Caribbean Region.
We expect to have more Hispanic companies to be involved in our Association and coordinate a second workshop in this Region.
and To those who became a new member of the Caribbean Desalination Association WELCOME ABOARD !!
My most sincere gratitude for your support.

Companies who participated actively:

For more great photos from this workshop please visit us online: http://
www.caribda.com/gallery?wppa-occur=1&wppa-slide&wppa-album=9
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
BY: DAVID MAINGOT, LG-NANOH2O
I am happy to report that since our last newsletter we have added 24 new members, 22 of which joined
during our very successful workshop in Cancun, Mexico this past June. We now have a total of 190
members and would like to reach 250 before our Biennial Conference at the end of May 2016, so
please help us spread the word, especially among end users.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Since Our Last Newsletter We Have Welcomed 29 New Members!
Oscar Aguilar

Luis Alonso Moreno Gomez

Jose Nuno
TSG Water Technologies

Juan Bermudez
Water Tech Sales and Consulting, Inc.

Mario Gonzalez-Bengoa

Juan Paniagua

Nick Hartofilis
Florida Aquastore &
Utility Construction, Inc.

Roberto Montenegro Resendiz

Antonio Canales
Victor Canales
Olivier Ceberio
Resolute Marine Energy, Inc.

Jim Hendery
KSB, Inc.

Russ Semeran
Carlos Senosain

Felipe Islas

Walter Cerda Acuna

Carlos Sill

Nayeli Masetto
Roberto Cruz Madrid
Victor Fernandez
Sonia Garcia
Guillermo Garcia

Charlie McAllister
Fluid Equipment Development Company
(FEDCO)

Paul Staby
Resolute Marine Energy, Inc.
Gustavo Tellez
Florida Aquastore

Jorge Medina
Fluid Equipment Development Company
(FEDCO), Grupo Aqua Services

Angel Toribio
Water Tech Sales & Consulting, Inc.

Hugo Mendez

Jerik Velazquez

to Bill Anderson for your past
support on the CaribDA Board!
We will miss you!

Jerry Matteo, Water Tech Sales and
Consulting, Inc.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
August 30-September 4, 2015
IDA 2015 World Congress
San Diego Convention Center
San Diego, CA
Please visit www.idadesal.org for complete details.

May 31-June 3, 2016
2016 CaribDA Biennial Conference
Hyatt Hotel and Conference Centre
Trinidad & Tobago
May 31-June 3, 2016
CaribDA Board Meeting
Hyatt Hotel and Conference Centre
Trinidad & Tobago

Please visit our event calendar online for upcoming events at www.caribda.com/calendar

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
More publications can also be found on the CaribDA Website under the Resources tab.
Click images for full publications.

CAWASA e-source - June 2015
CAWASA - H20 magazine 2015
CWWA Newsletter - May 2015
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Please email your ad in a camera ready form, an eps file, or
high resolution jpg format only to publications@caribda.com.
Check Us Out On The Web!
www.caribda.com

Size

1 issue

2 issues

3 issues

4 issues

Business Card
(1/8 page)
3.75” x 2.25”

$200.00

$300.00

$350.00

$400.00

¼ Page
3.75” x 5”

$350.00

$550.00

$625.00

$700.00

CaribDA

½ Page
3.75” x 10.5” or 8” x 5”

$600.00

$900.00

$1,050.00

$1,200.00

Job Board Posting
Complimentary For Members And
Available At A Fee For Non-Members

Board of Directors
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Member

Term

Company

Phone

Email

2014-2016

Desalination Company of
Trinidad and Tobago Limited

868-636-3725

john.thompson@desalcott.com

Gerard Pereira
(Vice President)

2014-2016

Consolidated Water Co. Ltd.

345-945-4277

gpereira@cwco.com

Paul Choules
(Treasurer)

2014-2016

713-400-4764

pchoules@waterstandard.com

David Maingot
(Secretary)

2014-2016

310-283-7476

dmaingot@lg-nanoh2o.com

Manuel Pereira
(Past President)

2014-2016

(President)

LG NanoH2O

mpereira@aqualectra.com

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Member
Jerry Matteo

Term

Company

2015-2016

Water Tech Sales and Consulting, Inc. 787-601-6694

Shawn Meyer-Steele 2014-2016

Phone

Email
jjmatteo@watertechgroup.com

305-859-2329

smsteele@h2oprofessionals.com

Lauren Thomas

2014-2016

Seven Seas Water Corporation

340-626-0213

lthomas@7seaswater.com

Mario Trevino

2014-2016

Avista Techlogies, Inc.

760-744-0536

mtrevino@avistatech.com

